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As reported at the Berchtcsgaden meeting , the optimum 
plasma parameters during the initial phase of P :,T operation 
were obtained by an empirical approach either in helium gas or 
in hydrogen gas with appreciable oxygen content. The second 
operating period has mainly been devoted to an investigation of 
this observation, and to an effort to vary, and especially to 
lower, the effective ion charge, Z, with a goal of obtaining 
stable discharges at high plasma densities. The third phase, 
supplementary heating with neutral beams, is beginning. This 
paper reports some of the results of the second phase. 

The main result has been the recognition of the importance 
of radiation in the power balance. In smaller tokamaks, the 

energy confinement was mostly determined by plasma transport. 
In PLT, although transport is important, even in the central 
core of the plasma, power loss by radiation is often equally 
important. This reflects the fact that as devices are made 
larger, the ohmic power input density decreases and the 
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confinement due to plasma transport improves, and so volume 
effects like radiation will gain importance. 

In Section I, we discuss impurity behavior, specifically 
the control of oxygen by discharge cleaning and the identifi
cation and quantitative measurement of tungsten radiation. In 
Section II, we compare the main types of PLT discharges, clas
sified by tungsten content and MHD instability properties. In 
Section III, we discuss plasma confinement. 

I. Impurity Behavior 

A. Low Z Impurities - The second phase of PLT operation 
began with an effort to remove oxygen (the domiant low-Z im
purity) from the discharge by low temperature discharge clean-

2 
ing in hydrogen (TDC). It has been shown by Taylor that TDC 
removes oxygen better than higher temperature discharges (Fig
ure 1). The method is to raise the hydrogen pressure until the 
ohtnic heating current is throttled from ~50 kA, to "5 kA, the 
exact level being adjusted so as to maximize the pressure of 
water vapor at the pumps. Carbon is removed efficiently by 
either method, chiefly as methane. Table I illustrates the re
duction of the relative oxygen and carbon concentration effected 
by the TDC method. 

B. High Z Impurities: Tungsten - The primary effect of 
diminished light impurity concentration was an increase in radi
ation from the plasma core, sufficient to cause collapse of the 
electron temperature (Figure 2). Careful investigation of 
iron, chromium and nickel (wall material) shows that their 



contribution to the power loss is not : np')r t.;r. i. ; no I'Vidnnce 
of an accumulation of iron in the center of the- discharge was 
detected. Most of this radiation is attributable to tungsten, 
the limiter material and much effort has been devoted to a 

quantitative evaluation of the effect of tunqsten. 
4 r> 

In experiments at NRL and Oak Ridge , stronq bands of 
o 

tungsten lines around 50 A have been discovered which are 
believed to be /.n=0 transitions (4d-4f)(4p-4ri)(4s-4p) from the 
ionization states W XVIII (ionization potential 420 eV) to 
W XLVI (ionization potential -2400 eV) . Also, computer calcu
lations of radiative power have been r-erformed with the average 
ion model which predict unexpectedly high en.issivities. 

Experimentally, the radiation has been investigated with 
a grazing incidence VUV spectrometer and with unshielded sur
face barrier diodes (USX-detectors). A VUV spectrum is shown 
in Figure 3. There are three bands of radiation, centered 

o 

around 33, 50, and 59 A, with the intensity in the ratio 3:5:2, 
each consisting of manv overlapping lines. The broader band 
(0.1<hv<l keV) USX-detector data are in close agreement with 
the VUV results. These diagnostics make possible relatively 
exact measurements of the total intensity of the tungsten radi
ation. 
II. Discharge Types 

During the first PLT phase, discharges were classified by 
certain MHD instability patterns: m=l "sawtooth" discharges, 
"large m=2," "smal" m=2," etc. During the second phase, the 
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concentration of tungsten became a classifying parameter of 
equal importance. The control of tungsten concentration is thus 
a major consideration in selecting operation conditions. In 
this regard, measurements of both ion and election temperatures 
at the plasma edge have confirmed the view that there is posi
tive correlation between edge temperature and tungsten concentra
tion. However, it is clear chat edge temperatures and MUD 
instabilities are coupled through changes in current profile, 
and the relative importance of each has not yet been sorted out. 
The mechanism for tungsten injection also remains unclear: 
Sufficient amounts could be released either by sputtering from 
the limiter by highly stripped oxygen ions accelerated in the 

Q 

sheath, or by unipolar arcs on the limiter. Arc Tracks, in 
fact, can bs seen on the limiter. 

Table I compares five different discharge regimes which 
differ in the way the plasma edge was cooled, but with similar 
currents arid toroidal fields (I = 400-500 kA, B = 30-35 kG) . 
These are discussed in more detail below. 

A. Discharges With Hollow Temperature Profiles - (Type I) 
Hollow temperature profiles develop reproducibly at low filling 
pressures after thorough discharge cleaning with TDC. (They 
were sometimes observed before TDC was applied.) The time de
velopment of the electron temperature is shown in Figure 4. The 
transition from a peaked to a hollow profile at time t=15() ms 
is typical although it is sometimes observed that the profile 
can stay hollow throughout the discharge, or that a minor dis
ruption can fill in the hole. Due to the small current (<*T ' ) 



in the central region, the central ohmic heating power input is 
smaller not only than the total radiated power, seen by the 
bolometer, but also smaller than the tungsten radiation alone 

(Table 2). The radiation is therefore sufficient to maintain 
the hollow profile. Actually, heat must be transported int<_ 
the hollow region to make up the difference betv.tn radiation 
loss and power input. The transition from the peaked to the 
hollow profile is being analysed in terms of the thermal insta-

9 
bility , with only partially satisfactory results. From the 
data during the peaked and the hollow phases, an empirical value 
for the heat conductivity is derived which is about the same for 
both phases. The calculated heat conductivity is so large that 
it inhibits the formation of the hole. Either a lowering of the 
heat conductivity, p ssibly locally during the transition period 
or an enhanced tungsten concentration in the center has to be 
assumed to allow the mechanism of Reference 9 to work. These 
results are, however, preliminary. 

Hollow discharges tend to turn into peaked m=2 discharges 
(Type II) after some time of operation, often going through a 
period when discharges are intermittently ho .How or peaked. In 
the Type II discharges (Figure 5) the central tungsten radiation 
is often stronger than in hollow discharges. The initial level, 
however, is low and rises later. Also, the oxygen content is 
usually somewhat higher. The main discharges in PLT apparently 
allow oxygen to build back up on the walls instead of removing 
it as the low-temperature discharges do; this gradually leads to 
transition from hollow to peaked discharges. 
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^. Programming of the Flow of Neutral Gas - With careful 
programming of the flow of neutral gas, the tungsten influx can 
be minimized. In practice, this means a high enough initial 
pressure to prevent too broad a current channel, and as much 
gas fed in during the discharge as possible while avoiding dis
ruptions. The resulting discharges (Type III) have higher den
sity, lest, tungsten radiation (Figure 6), higher electron and 
ion temperatures, and may exhibit sawteeth oscillations associ
ated with the m=l tearing mode. 

In helium, gas programming is especially successful, and 
14 -3 the central plasma density can be increased to 1.5 X 10 cm 

We have therefore grouped these discharges in a separate column 
in Table 2 (Type IV). These discharges have the best confine
ment. The tungsten radiation level is very much reduced. in 
hydrogen, the initial tungsten level is about the same as in 
helium, but it has not been possible to keep it low during the 
later stages (Figure 6). This is probably a primary reason why 
the results in helium are better than in hydrogen or deuterium. 

C. Noon Injection - Increasing the low Z impurity content, 
of course, reverses the effects of discharge cleaning and re
duces the tungsten radiation. This occurs either naturally, 
when the machine is dirty or when a leak opens up in the vacuum 
vessel, or artificially by pulsing in neon, as shown in Figure 
7. Initially, the deuterium discharge has a very high level of 
tungsten radiation. Around the time t*200 ms, neon is injected, 
the tungsten radiation drops by a factor 5, and the centra.; 
electron temperature increases from 900 eV to 2000 eV. 



Discharges with low-:1 <•-,::• <~<i i\.\. . :\ ..,-•:• ••.•• .. ::..-.-.' :••<:-

tron temperature (UP ro '<t ]fi;:st f'. r, '••.'-••1!. However, the- :.'!T.:.-.f. 

is limited by disruptions to rrdativ.-dv 1'%' ,:;i'u!'s. 

III. Energy Confinement 

Measurement of the increase in ' e~; ""-r ! r '-,:>•• o- r;-.,- J : n : 11 - r-

after a plasma shot shows that only "; sn,ii 1 f r.-ua i on (f-lO") of 
the total ohmic heating input :i s deposited <-.v- the limiter. Bol
ometer measurements indicate »-hat 70-90' o i" th;' i over inpu1-. goes 
to the wall as radiation (including u =:na ? i con t r i but ion by-
charge exchanae neutrals) . The difference, 5-10'!, nay rrpresent 
charged particle transport to 'he vacuum '••c.-iscl wall but is with
in the probable error of th" Rnasurornn-s. The predomi n̂ rico of 
radiation losses distinguishes fj;,T fro;1, o\.:r o,ir: icr tekaviaks. 

For the energy balance within the plasma, we onerunter two 
situations. In the first case, the local ohmic heating power 
input is almost balanced bv radiation loss. This occurs in dis
charges with strong tungsten radiation (Tyri l and Ti). The 
energy Balance i.n a hollow discharge is shown in Figure- 6a. The 
curves for power input and radiatior track each other clciely 
(lower left). Plasma transport plays a minor role i,i the over
all energy balance. 

When tungsten radiation ir small relative to power input 
(Type III, IV, V ) , plasma heat transport plays a larger role, 
particularly in the central region (Figure 3b). At larger radii 
near the limiter, radiation loss catches up with the power input. 
This outer radiation zone represents a virtual limiter , a 
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highly desirable feature fir protecting the physioJ; lir-iter. 

"Gross" confinement times, -i ' that is total energy content 

(ion plus electron) divided by total ohrnic heating power, are 

shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 refers to discharges be

fore TDC, and Figure 10 to recent THC-cleancd helium discharges. 

The best confinement times are around 70 ms, and we tentatively 
2 conclude that they follow the familiar n a scaling. 

In order to obtain a true measure of energy transport: 

through the plasma, some account must be taken of radiation. 

All the discharges of Figures 9 and 10 were optimized for con

finement time (i.e., those of Types III, IV, V ) , ?nd the radia

tion from the central core in those cases is typically 20-JO'E. of 

the input power. The range is due partly to changes in ,is-

charge conditions, but also reflects a systematic tendency of 

the bolometric measurements to give higher loss rates than Vu'V 

spectroscopy. In these cases, then, the "transport confinement 

time," W. ./P. -P ,) , is at least 20% higher than the "gross" tot m rad ^ ^ 
confinement time, or > 85 ms in the best cases. A systematic 
analysis of local energy transport in a variety of discharges 
is still in a preliminary stage. 

For the investigation of the ion heat transport, the ion 
temperature was measured with charge exchange (using a neutral 
beam to enhance the neutral density in the center), with neu
trons, and from the Doppler broadening of impurity lines. A 
typical radial profile of the ion temperature in a peaked saw
tooth discharge (Type III) is shown in Figure 11. A detailed 
investigation of the iou energy balance, following Stott , 



shows that neoclassical ho.it ,-i ndu-'* :•••:. : :• - .•;• :..".); ::.* :.-r . -ess 
in determininq the radial ion termor .1 * are profile. Charge ex-
chanqe losses nust be low because of rho ! ow .ifvitivil lees ty in 
PLT. Some details are given in Figure 11 il.jwec right). Ir. 

hollow discharges, the central ion t' mpcr a1: gr<- art' ally exceeds 
the electron temperature, because of th'> ;or: in1'-.'. • r insuore ir;rn 
the hollow region. 

Summary 

Low-temperature- discharge cleaning hus i-ocr. u~,i >\ sucrcss-
fully on PLT to reduce the amount of oxygen (the primary low "' 
impurity in the discharge) . With this reduction of J ow ?, ;,--

purity concentration, the highest electron density Is 
14 -3 •n .- " J 0 cm , and longc. L "qross" energv coo f i oer.'iO.it line is e 

i " 70 msec yielding a "transport" confinement time ;-3S p>s . 
The effective ion charge, Z, has bee>:i reduced, but larger values 
of density and confinement time have not yet been achieved in D 
discharges, and to only a slight extent in helium discharges. 
Gas injection programming must be used to obtain, these good 
values; otherwise large amounts of tungsten radiation can over
whelm the discharge, causing it to develop a hole in the racial 
electron temperature profile; the associated confinement time 
can then be very low (~5 msec). It appears like'y that edge 
cooling of the plasma is the mechanism that inhibits the influx 
of tungsten and makes possible the development of discharges 
with 70 msec confinement. 

http://ho.it
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Table I 

Gas Helium Deuterium Hydrogen Helium Deuterium 
Discharge 
Cleaning 

PDC PDC TDC TDC TDC 

Date 9/28-29/76 10/5/76 2/10-1J/77 3/2/77 5/4/77 

oxygen*} 
n e 

1.5% 7. 5% 0. 5% 0.5? 1.0* 

carbon*) 1.8% 1.2S 

-

t -

0.4% 0.4* 0.7? 

W 3.2 5 . n 

-

t -
1.4 t 2., 1 . ̂  

•Spectroscopic measurements 
the Z . from the influx was U.T tiurina the initial •-.t.Ties of uischr; !L!]1V ^oru^what hi-nor. 

:..-H.'i- in th•.-



1. Working Gas 

2. Discharge Clctninci 

3 . T (0) (keV) "T" 

n ( 0 ) ( 1 0 cm ) 

off 
(From Laser) 

T ' (ms) 

8. Tungsten Radiation 
(USX) 
W(0J {mW cm" ) 

9. Bolometer Radiation 
W{0) (mW cm~^) 

10. Central Ohmi^ Powec 
Input _ 
VJ (0) (mW cm ) 

12. T . (0 ) (Cha rge Exchange) 

(kev) 

U . : F (ms) 

13 . Fus ion Neutrons (d 'd) 
[ sec-1) 

14. MHD Instabilities 
From X-Rays 



Figure Captions 

Fiq. 1 Discharge cleaning in PLT. The partial prossi.ro 
of water vapor is measured with the mass analyser during c' scharge 
cleaning and plotted aqainst time. During the time intervctls 
a, b, c..., indicated by arrows at the top of the graph, condi
tions were changed. The water vapor pressure is very high when 
TDC (time interval c and f) is applied and very low when P[)C 
is used (time interval e). 

Subfigure ](a) and 1(b) show the water vapor reading 
between shots for TDC and PDC respectively. The TDC shot 
produces later, a PDC shot decreases water. 

Fig. 2 Hollow radial profile of the electron temperature 
measured by Thomson scattering in a low density deuterium dis
charge. In the hollow region, power loss due to tungsten radi
ation exceeds ohmic heating power input. The Z ,, is relatively 

low, however. Discharge conditions: B m_ = 32 kG, l„„ = 360 kA, 
lr (Jll 

V Q H = 2.1 V, D 2 , a = 40 cm, <n> = 2.6 1 0 1 3 c m " 3 , T^. = 8.65 m s , 
e Z „ = 2.3. eff 

o 
Fig. 3 VUV-spectrum in the 50 A region, showing the tung-

o 
sten bands centered around 33, 50, and 59 A. 



Fig. 4 Time development of a hollow deuterium discharge, 
(a) and (b) plasm., electron temperature T & and density n g from 

o 
Thomson scattering, (c) radiation in the 50 A region from Abel 

o 

inverted USx-data, (d) radiation in the 14 A region from the 
USX detector. (The factors 1.9 and 3 on the ordinate are correc
tions for detector efficiency.) 

Fig. 5 Time development of the tungsten radiation in a 

peaked deutsrium discharge. 

o 

Fig. 6 Comparison of the 50 A radiation in a hollow 
deuterium discharge (Type I) and a sawtooth discharge with gas 
programming (Type III). The late rise of the tungsten radiation 
in the deuterium discharge was avoided in high density helium 
discharges. 

Fig. 7 Effect of injecting neon into a deuterium dis-
o 

charge at -200 ms. The 50 A tungsten radiation decreases 
strongly as neon enters the discharge (bottom). The electron 
temperature rises rapidly in the center and cools somewhat on the 
outside of the plasma column (top). 

Fig. 8 Internal energy balance for a hollow deuterium 
discharge (a), and neon discharge (b). Plotted are (top) power 

3 input and radiation loss per cm vs radius, and (bottom) the 
volume integrals over these quantities up to radius r. 



Fiq. 9 Energy confinement time vs n a where n is the 
e e 

average density and a is the limiter radium. 

Fig. 10 Energy confinement time vs density for high density 
helium discharges. 

Fig. 11 Ion energy balance. The ion temperature profile 
was measured with charge exchange B,neutrons A, and Doppler 
broadening o (lower left). The ion temperature is calculated 
with a computer code (shaded area), using Thomson scattering 
electron temperatures and a neutral gas diffusion code, 
incorporating electron ion coupling (Q . ) , neoclassical thermal 
conduction (Q„„), particle diffusion (0 p r ))/ charge exchange 
(Q^v) and electron ionization (QT„) (lower right). Plotted also 

LA 1 L 
are the ion energy confinement time, T . (top left), the 
neoclassical heat conductivity K. (top right), and the collision-

3/"> ality parameter v*/i " (top right). 
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